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In the darkness, Shen Xiyan dotingly rubbed Lin Ruoshi's little head: "Little Shi is a good boy,
your father is the greatest man in the world, he can solve any difficulty. We can't help, but we
should also support daddy silently behind the scenes, got it?"

"The greatest man? Is it as big as our family's yard?" Lin Ruoshi was filled with

good? Picking up the cover and whisking off the ground Lu love? Oddly, even in the dark, those
big bright eyes still shone with light.

"It's bigger than our family's yard, how big you think he is, how big he is, you
have to remember, as long as he is there, this sky even if it collapses, he can still hold up a piece
of heaven for you." Shen Xiyan recalled the past, this man, no matter how much the sky collapsed,
he could hold up a piece of heaven for himself!

"Hold up the sky? I don't want my dad to be so tired. I want to grow up quickly

and hold up the sky for my mum and dad."

Lin Ruoshi's childish words were more powerful than any promise.

Shen Xiyan did not reply, a light smile appeared on her face.



Lin Hao, who had blended into the darkness in the courtyard, also smiled, smiling
freely and gratefully.

The game between the two sides had been going on for a month and was nearing

its end!

The shares of the Tianhai Group, itself occupying forty percent, fell thirty percent
into the hands of the four great clans, forty percent of which fell into the hands of Chen Tianyue's
team.

In this month's time, the Tianhai Group had fallen from the altar of God, from a

conscientious group that everyone admired to a street rat that everyone shouted at.

With its performance in tatters, the various companies that have fallen on their
sword are few and far between, and those that have wavered have withdrawn from the dispute.

What was once a behemoth is now in jeopardy, with the cash flow gathered by the

three main branches, including Tianji Pharmaceuticals, and the cash flow gathered by the Tianhai

Group itself, having bottomed out.

Even if the Tianhai Group itself is not involved in this earth-shattering stock
market battle, the volume of the Tianhai Group is now spread across all sectors, and even if it has
shrunk some of its industries, it still has a huge impact on the whole body, and once it has a

negative income, its daily expenses will be a terrifyingly astronomical figure.



At this rate, it would not take a week, just three days, and even if the Tianhai

Group did not declare bankruptcy, the whole group would collapse from within.

Chen Tianyue's actions had alerted the four families, but it was already too late, so
they could only squeeze the chips in their hands to death.

Now, not only Chen Tianyue's team, but also the Tianhai Group, including all the
liquid funds of the Four Families, are completely trapped, unable to move at all!

There is nothing more painful than the four great families, all their funds are
trapped, but the shares they hold are still not up to the level of a compulsory takeover!

"Vermilion Bird, make your move." Lin Hao didn't call, he just sent a message to
Vermilion Bird.

"Is it finally time to start! This dark night has been a bit long, it's time to welcome
the dawn!" Seeing Lin Hao's message, a blinding light appeared on Vermilion Bird's face, a
month, she didn't expect that this battle, would last for as long as a month!

"Action begins!" Vermilion Bird edited a message and sent it out.

This night was destined to be extraordinary!



The industries under the four great families were thoroughly investigated, the
banks cut off their funds, and started to collect debts, at the same time. Debtors were coming
after them to collect their debts.

Even the overseas financial companies were under siege!

......

The Dragon Family!

The head of the Wang family in South City and the Xu family, Xu Buwei, all
gathered here, and the Qin family in the capital only dispatched Qin Fengyue to arrive.

In the study, all four of them had faces as dark as ink, incomparably ugly.

"Hang in there, our Qin family is mobilizing cash flow, the other side can't hold
out any longer, as long as we can have enough money, we will definitely be able to boil the other
side to death!" Qin Fengyue said with an iron face, how could he have expected that the other side

would do the opposite and beat themselves up!

But since the beginning, the other side had taken the lead, whether they were the
first to sell, or now.
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"It doesn't matter if your Qin family is a big family, now you've lost one and a half thousand

billion, my Wang family can't afford to spend anymore, sorry, we can't survive anymore." The
Wang family patriarch's face was ugly, he had initially thrown 100 billion in, wanting to have a
mouthful of soup, but ended up dropping 200 billion down in a month, and all his industries were
mortgaged.

Now what?

If they didn't sell their shares, in less than three days, the Wang family would be

forced into bankruptcy and liquidation.

"Master Wang family, why be frustrated, we are out of ammunition, but how
much better can the other side be?" Long Kai Tian's face was gloomy, now that everyone was at

their limit, what was needed was to see who had the patience to continue to hold on!

Once they got through, it was only a matter of time before the Tianhai Group went
bankrupt!

Xu Buwei's face was cold and silent, and at this very moment, Xu Buwei received
a phone call.

It was from his own son Xu Hongfeng.



"Father, hurry up and pull out, otherwise our Xu family's family fortune will be

completely gone! We have just received internal news that the four major banks are preparing to

inject a large amount of money into the Tianhai Group!" Xu Hongfeng shouted anxiously, if things
continued like this, the Xu family would lose everything.

In this era, the Dragon Sect and the Dragon Lord were suppressing the four

directions, it was not as if they had the strength to raid a large amount of wealth, if they didn't pull
out, the Xu family would be lost in the future.

"I know." Xu Buwei hung up the phone and returned to his study.

"What's wrong Xu family head?" Qin Fengyue and Long Kaitian both looked at Xu
Buwei.

"My Xu family will support to the end, we boil them to death! My Xu family will

sell all of our real estate and resist to the end, I'll leave it up to you all from the Long and Qin

families to arrange for the next step." After saying that Xu Buwei turned around and left in a hurry.

"I will not participate in this muddy water, my Wang family insists on

withdrawing." The Wang family master did insist and left straight away, at the same time
ordering that all chips, all of them be dumped!

Xu Buwei, who had left, did the same, ordering to sell off all his chips and
withdraw from this battle with a clear conscience.



The words that he said just now on his way out were merely to confuse his allies.

When theWang family withdrew, Long Kai Tian and Qin Fengyue didn't care and
began to frantically inject funds, trying to survive the wave.

But who would have thought that the very next day, the sky would change!

The Xu family and the Wang family both dumped their ten per cent of shares at
the same time, leaving nothing behind and clearly withdrawing from the battle.

The ten per cent of shares were all taken by the Tianhai Group, as the loans from
the four major banks arrived!

On the contrary, the Long and Qin families are completely devastated!

These bastards!

Xu Buwei, in particular, was scolded by the two big families, but there was
nothing more he could do, he couldn't stay up.

The four major banks injected 300 billion yuan into the Tianhai Group.



Although three hundred billion is not much, if the war had just started, it is
estimated that the water would not even turn up, but now is different, the participants, including
Chen Tianyue's team, can barely scrape together one billion!

Even if it wasn't five hundred billion, one hundred billion would be enough to kill
them!

The Qin and Long families had no choice but to sell their chips, hating Xu Buwei
and the Wang family to death in their hearts.

After this fierce battle, the four families had invested a total of more than 15,000
million dollars, but in the end, there was not even 70 billion dollars left in their hands, so they lost
money to the point of collapse!

In the end, the Tianhai Group held 60 per cent of the shares and Chen Tianyue's
team held 40 per cent.

When the dust had settled!

The official media went down!

The clarification hit like a tsunami, all negative news was removed and blocked

straight away, and almost overnight, the wind changed completely.



All the media praised the Tianhai Group and clarified for it, all the evidence was
sufficient and all the previous slanders became a joke!

The bottom line is that the official media went down!

Meanwhile, the head of the Tianhai Group declared? At the same time, the head of
the Tianhai Group announced that the group would be unconditionally released. At the same time,
the head of Tianhai Group announced that Tianhai Group would unconditionally donate to China!

The top management of China also gave the final answer: two trillion dollars will
be injected into the Tianhai Group, and 70 percent of the profits will be put into the Tianhai

Charity Foundation for the benefit of all people! Twenty percent of the profits will be returned to

all Tianhai Group shareholders, and the remaining ten percent will go to the national treasury for

construction!
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When this news came out, the whole of China was in an uproar.

The Sky Ocean Group's shabby reputation began to pick up and its share price

rocketed like a rocket!

The speed of the surge was simply frightening!



"Holy shit!" A mouthful of blood spurted wildly from the Qin family.

"Ahhh! Lin Hao, I'm going to kill you!" Long Kai Tian's roar resounded
throughout Jinling, and his own compound was directly razed to the ground as his terrifyingly

powerful Qi exploded out!

"Rebel son! I'll kill you!" Xu Buwei was chasing after Xu Hongfeng, beating him
to death!

The head of the South City Wang family had a death wish.

It was a sure kill for the other side, no matter how they fought, they had already

lost.

The ending was already predetermined from the start.

Rapidly rebounding not to mention, word of mouth skyrocketed, Tianji Medicine,
Junmen Technology, Tian Yue Media three major branches, industry once again rose a degree,
even straight to the original Tianhai Group.

At about the same time, Lin Hao also let Chen Tianyue back out, releasing all his
shares to the Tianhai Group. But it also allowed Chen Tianyue's team to make a huge profit,
investing a total of 500 billion before and after, even if they didn't sell off all their shares when
they reached the peak, it still netted Chen Tianyue's team a profit of 200 billion!



When the result came out, Chen Tianyue locked himself in his office for three

days and nights.

His team's team was in the process of selling their shares. The members of his

team, like Lu Fufu Er Shan Yi? The members of his team were also in meditation!

The Tianhai Group belonged, those who had persevered until now, all raised their
arms, almost every office, the board of directors were in the same situation!

Cheering, papers spilling to the ceiling, excitedly hammering the desktop, some
taking their heads off and smashing ...... not, picking up keyboards and smashing their heads

furiously!

The darkness before the dawn is, after all, short-lived, and only those who

persevere in the darkness can usher in the light of morning!

This battle, the four great families joined forces against the Tianhai Group, but
was played by Lin Hao, just a month's time, even the four great families hemorrhage, to the point
of operational difficulties, the industry several times shrinkage.

Lin Hao was also finally able to relax, and even Lin Hao wanted to use the

donation of the Tianhai Group as a door knocker to get the Dragon Lord to take back the Dragon
Lord Order, and at the same time remove his position as the head of the Dragon Group.



As a result, the Dragon Master only replied, "Donate if you like, it's still a donation
in your hands anyway, I'm not bothered, other matters, free of discussion!"

When Lin Hao saw this message, his face was blackened at that time ah, can fully
imagine how arrogant that dragon master's expression was at this moment, (`へ′*)ノ!

I thought I would have a few days of peace and quiet, but as it turned out, I still
couldn't live in peace ah.

Click!

A shocking thunderbolt broke through the sky, as if it had fallen directly from the

void, falling from the sky, the light of the thunderbolt illuminating half of China, the terrifying
thunderbolt even shook several surrounding cities at the point of fall, all able to feel a strong
tremor.

The astonishing thunder, like a divine thunderbolt, deeply shocked everyone into
silence, ordinary people were so frightened that they fell to the ground and did not dare to move

a bit, even the strongest martial artists, at this moment, their minds were shaken and trembled.

Those whose will is not strong have their dao hearts cracked, or even shattered!

Mortals are mortals after all! Even the most powerful martial artist cannot reach
the level of a mortal like Lin Cangdou, he is as weak as an ant in front of the glorious power of the
sky!



"My goodness, which fellow Daoist is here for the tribulation?" Lin Hao was also
shocked by this thunderbolt, it was too fierce!

Even from far away in Jinling, he could clearly feel how frightening this terrifying

thunder was!

Shen Xiyan and the others also ran out and looked at the scene, which was really a
bit horrifying.

"Daddy, there's something falling in that light, and, I feel that it's very useful to
me, I want it very much ......" Lin Ruoshi looked at the direction where the thunder fell, her big
shining eyes full of desire, as if it was the most important thing to her.
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Not only Lin Ruoshi, but all over the world, quite a few Illusionary Spirit Patriarchs had been

produced during this time, and at this moment, they all revealed the same look when they looked
in the direction where the thunder had fallen!

Lin Hao glanced at his daughter and looked thoughtful, looking? 遮依闭洱闭零

遮零? Come on, this heaven and earth vision has something to do with the Illusionary Spiritist.

Early the next morning, Lin Hao received a call from Zhuque.



Three things in total, firstly, Lin Hao's ability to dispatch the Dragon Group was
temporarily removed!

Secondly, Zhuque would be transferred out of Jinling, and at the same time, all
the members of the Dragon Team ran to Thunder Splitting Mountain!

Thirdly, Thunder Splitting Mountain became to have Thunder Meteorite ore, the
most important thing for Illusionists, and an agreement was reached with the countries of the

world that teams would enter Thunder Splitting Mountain in search of Thunder Meteorites.

Lin Hao, who had hung up the phone, breathed a sigh of relief while taking a

heavy breath.

How come he was suddenly cooperating with the countries of the world? Wasn't
Thunder Cleaving Mountain within Tian Hai City? It was also where the Mountain Moving Sect's
clan used to be, this was a chance in the land of China!

"Something's not right!"

Lin Hao immediately realised that something was wrong and was furious, "This
old fox!"



"Daddy, have breakfast, Ma Ma made it herself." Lin Ruoshi said sweetly as she

brought Lin Hao the bowls and chopsticks.

"Little Shi is so good." Lin Hao looked at Shen Xiyan who had taken off her apron,
his face was full of happiness and smiles, while Shen Xiyan said in an angry voice, "Why are you

looking at me like that? It's not the first time I've cooked for you, is it?"

"It's not about that, daughter-in-law, I think we should go on a honeymoon?" Lin
Hao suggested.

"Go, go, we're already an old married couple, all this useless stuff!" Shen Xiyan's
face was tinged with a blush, smiling in a rather shy manner.

Did the honeymoon plan fail?

Lin Hao was stunned when Shen Xi Yan changed her face faster than a book. Take
Xiaoshi with you or let Xiaoshi stay home?"

Lin Ruoshi's big eyes blinked as she looked at Lin Hao and then at Shen Xiyan,
her gaze roving back and forth over the two of them.

"Well, it's fine to bring it, and it's fine not to bring it. As for the location, I think
Thunder Splitting Mountain is quite suitable." Lin Hao thought about it very seriously for half a

day, in fact Lin Hao had already decided in his heart. ,



"No! If you want to go, you can go yourselves." Shen Xiyan was furious, to go to
the thunder split mountain honeymoon, you are not crazy!

The place where the Thunder Splitting Mountain was once the sect of the Moving
Mountain Sect, and then the new era came, the Thunder Splitting Mountain became a place full of

thunder, go there for the honeymoon, who are you kidding!

"I don't want to, but that old fox doesn't want to let me go, so what can I do." Lin
Hao was also helpless.

"Then why don't you go with Shi, and take Lei Ling with you, I'm afraid it's not
safe." Shen Xiyan finally understood that the honeymoon was just a joke: "I'll stay home, don't
worry, with me around, nothing will happen to the Lin family."

"Cheng, that's it then!"

As expected, Lin Hao was right!

The news came at noon that day: "The Dragon Group has sealed off the Thunder

Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain, which is under the control of China, the top five hidden
families in Tianhai, Jiangnan and Jinling will send their men to be the first to enter the Thunder

Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain to explore the Thunder Meteor Ore, which can inspire the
appearance of Thunder Illusionary Spirit Masters! And, a maximum of twenty people will be

dispatched, with at least one person being sent!"



As soon as this news came out, Lin Hao's face turned black, wasn't this a joke?

This last request from the Dragon Lord was clearly a deliberate move for fear that
he wouldn't participate.

But thinking about it, Xiao shi also needed these things, Lin Hao had no choice but
to prepare his salute and get ready for the trip.

"Brother Lin Hao, Xiao shi." Lei Ling bounced up to the Lin family with her school
bag on her back and looked at Lin Hao and the others with a smile.

Lin Yun, Xu Fanghua and the others came to see them off.

Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua, as well as the strong Xuan Master from the Lei family,
had all been stripped of a large portion of their strength, although they had specially let Lin Cang

Dao keep them, leaving them with only late Zong Shi strength.
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Otherwise Lin Yun and Xu Fang Hua must be? Shandiyi Xixiqixi closed Wu? to take the lead and
go ahead.



"Xiao Hao ah, why don't you let Xiaoshi stay at home, grandma can't feel at ease
with my great-granddaughter ah." Xu Fang Hua was a bit reluctant, how could she not expect that

Lin Hao would take Lin Ruoshi with him.

"It's fine, I'll just not bring Xiao shi into Thunder Splitting Mountain, besides, the
Vermillion Sparrows are my people, although I don't have command right now, it's perfectly fine
to let them protect Xiao shi in passing." Lin Hao still insisted on doing so, he was going to Tianhai,
he was totally going to play the game, okay, if it wasn't for that old fox who had to grab and make
him go, he wouldn't have bothered to go.

Lin Hao got on the plane and flew straight to Tianhai airport.

Lin Ruoshi was in the next seat, hugging Xiong Er who was already asleep, Xiong
Er was still in his panda form, mainly because pandas look much smoother than Erha.

"Brother Lin Hao, this is the information about Lei Meteor." Lei Ling handed the

tablet in his hand to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao took it over and carefully watched the information on Lei Meteor.

According to the report, the moment the thunder meteor fell, China's satellites did
not detect a meteorite or anything else passing outside the atmosphere.



The thunder fell directly from the sky, the sky was torn open, the dark clouds

rolled like boiling water being split hard, the thunder seemed to appear out of nowhere, there was
no way to trace the source.

It was as if the thunder had come down from the void, and the thunder meteor,
which was formed after the thunder had fallen, did not know whether it had appeared as a result of

being struck by lightning, or whether it was itself a mineral that had fallen from the thunder.

As the thunder fell, in an instant, the Thunder Splitting Mountain formed a separate

side of a small world, and the thunder dissipated much more, allowing access for exploration.

This thunder meteor resembles a meteorite, but emits a translucent black light of
varying sizes, surrounded by thunder. The military has tested it, and this thunder meteor is able to
speed up the absorption of aura by Illusionary Spirit Masters and is more pure, and also allows a

hint of thunder power to be contained within the aura, making it more sharp and rigid when

attacking.

At the same time, this Thunder Shadow also has a very important function!

Awakening Advanced Illusionary Spirits! Significantly speed up the process of

awakening an Illusionary Spirit Master.

"Good stuff." Lin Hao handed the tablet back to Thunder Spirit, no wonder this
thing appeared and made all Illusionary Spirit Masters' hearts and souls sense it.



Three hours later, the three of them landed at Tianhai Airport, without seeing the
Vermillion Bird, instead, the squad leader of the Vermillion Bird group arranged for Lin Hao and

the others to check into the hotel, and a whole squad protected Lin Hao and the others around the

clock.

"Wow, this big bear bear, it's so big, I like it." Inside the large suite of the star
class hotel, Lin Ruoshi saw the huge bear cub, Lin Ruoshi threw Bear Two out of her arms and

then happily flew over!

Bear Two was dumbfounded, so, love will disappear yes?

"Hey, move over, get out of the way." Lin Hao gave a gentle kick to kick Bear

Two out of the way some.

"No! Pandas are so cute, how can you treat this bear like this?"

Bear Two was so angry that he crossed his arms with unbelievable humanity, and
that was a cry of indignation.

"Hey hey hey ...... scatter your hands, scatter your hands, it hurts!" Unfortunately,
Bear Two could not get angry for more than three seconds, and froze as Lei Ling grabbed a

handful of bear hair on Bear Two's back and lifted it up, so Bear Two could only shout with his

teeth and claws open.



Lin Hao was lying on the sofa swiping his phone, news about the Thunder Split
Mountain Spiritual Domain had spread, even abroad.

At the same time an international joint release was made: the Chinese Qing Yun

Heavenly Palace, the Soviet War Bear Shrine, the Western European Holy See, and the Angelic

Holy See had joined forces to manage the worldwide Spiritual Domain, and anyone was eligible
to enter other countries' Spiritual Domains to explore and search for resources!

"What the hell are these people up to?" Lin Hao frowned, always feeling that
something wasn't quite right, wanting the whole world to develop together and promote the

complete arrival of the Illusory Spirit Era as soon as possible, this Lin Hao could understand.

However, Lin Hao did not think that this matter would be so simple, besides, as
far as those western countries were concerned, they hated to snatch a piece of meat from China's
mouth, would they seriously implement this rule?

Chapter 1946

What's more, this first domain appeared in China, and it was China that suffered the loss after all.
That night, Vermilion Bird returned from her mission with a tired look on her face, and she was

even wounded.

Vermilion Bird's strength was not weak, and it was not easy to make her injured.

Lin Hao felt more and more that this Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain
was not that easy to enter.



"Are you alright with your injuries?" Lin Hao looked at Vermilion Bird.

"Auntie Vermilion Bird, you're injured, huh? Does it hurt, Xiaoshi will blow it for

you." Lin Ruoshi looked frowning and gently blew the wound for Zhuque, so warm that his heart

melted: "It doesn't hurt anymore if you blow, Auntie Zhuque is a big kid, no crying oh."

"Auntie is fine." Vermilion Bird doted and pinched Lin Ruoshi's pretty face, it
seemed that the wound on her body didn't hurt that much anymore.

"Chief, the Dragon Lord has ordered that you will lead the reserve forces of our

Vermilion Bird group into the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain and get the core of the
Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain in your hands, and take all the control of the Thunder

Split Mountain Spiritual Domain as much as possible." Vermilion Bird said.

"No way!" Lin Hao decisively refused,making a scene, he didn't have that kind of
spare time.

At the same time, his heart had already begun to calculate, it really wasn't as
simple as it seemed, this Spiritual Domain Core, I'm afraid that was where the mastery of the

Spiritual Domain was located.

According to the schedule, the Chinese team would go in first for half a month,
followed by the teams from different countries in batches.



It's clear that China's Spiritual Domain is definitely in its hands, so they will first
scavenge all the goodies before giving these guys some soup.

Besides, Zhuque is so strong that he is injured, so he doesn't care about these
things. He wants to resign from his position as the leader of the Dragon Group, isn't that what he
wants to do?

"You have to go, and besides, Xiao Shi has to go in too." Vermilion Bird spread his
hands helplessly, "Don't worry, we've been able to get hold of part of it, everyone else going in
will be teleported separately, but I can control the three of you teleporting to the same place as
much as possible."

"Inside this spirit domain, there are many spirit beasts, as well as thunder
meteorites, and both the thunder beasts and thunder meteorites are renewable and completely

sustainable, our aim this time is to get the core and take control of the entire spirit domain."

"More than that, the Southern Tiger Group and the Cang Wolf Group of the Dragon

Group have all entered it and are ready to cooperate with you in your actions, absolutely
guaranteeing that nothing will go wrong."

"No way!" Lin Hao thunderously refused, no matter how much you talk, it was
useless.

Spiritual beast spirit cores? Thunder meteor?



It should be very precious!

Lin Hao had already started to get big, money didn't interest him much anymore,
but treasures he still liked a lot ah.

"Brother Lin Hao, I'm so angry, my most wanted lipstick, I've waited for so long,
but I still haven't grabbed it. These evil merchants are playing hunger marketing, it's so
infuriating, I haven't got it for months." Lei Ling was so angry with her phone that she wanted to

hit someone, while spitting bitterness to Lin Hao constantly.

"The money isn't there, got it?" Lin Hao turned his hand and transferred a hundred
million to Lei Ling.

"Dingdong, your certain treasure arrived at one hundred million ......"

Oh?

Vermilion Bird had a flash of light and quickly reacted, so that was it, the money
wasn't in place!

But that's not right, Chief Lin Hao donated the huge Tianhai Group to China, it's
not like he's short of money, in that case, it should be something else!



"Chief, look, how about this item?" Vermilion Bird hastily brought out a necklace
with a piece of thunder surrounded by lightning hanging from it, emitting a regal glow, about the
size of a thumb, and faintly emitting mysterious fluctuations.

"A thunder meteor? Nothing special about it." Lin Hao withdrew his gaze, this
thunder meteorite looked quite beautiful, but such a piece of shit was trying to get rid of him?

"No, this is thunder space, it's our latest achievement, and it took one in ten

thousand thunder meteorites to open up this thing, don't look at it as small as this, the space inside
is sixty square feet of space!" Vermilion Bird hurriedly explained.

Lin Hao's pupils snapped shut and quickly? er shan serving Ai Xi Xi Di Di?
Recovering a calm face, "It's only sixty square feet, it's too small, don't go."
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In truth, Lin Hao's heart had already set off shocking waves, roar haha, isn't this the legendary
spatial ring, a good thing!

"Also, the other thing is, chief you can pay only 30% tax on the thunder meteor

you find, others but need 50%!"

"The other thing is, if you are able to find the core, the Dragon Lord has said that
the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain is free for you, and your family, for life!" Vermilion
Bird stiffened his head and continued to throw out the bargaining chip in his hand.



"What does that mean? Paying a tax? And have to enter the ticket?" Lin Hao
raised his eyebrows, what does that mean?

Vermilion Bird narrated the rules of the Spirit Domain, except for the first batch of
people who entered the Spirit Domain who didn't need to pay, after that anyone who entered the

Spirit Domain for the second time needed to pay, one hundred Thunder Meteorites at a time,
while not being allowed to stay inside for more than a week!

The forces within China will pay 50% of all the lightning meteorites they search

for, while the forces overseas will need to pay 80% of the lightning meteorites they search for!

"Heh heh ...... really fucking black ah, you group of non-coms, I was saying, how
could that old fox be so generous, the feeling is equivalent to hiring a group of Kenyan absentees
to dig coal!" Lin Hao could figure out that this was looking for free digging, plus the fact that
China was the first country to open the Spiritual Domain was an advantage.

"No way! Unless ......"

"Ah, this is all still not going, others scrambled to grab the advantages and

benefits ah." Vermilion Bird are crazy, in the end how Lin Hao back to follow a piece of it in?

Luckily, Vermilion Bird reacted quickly and looked at Lin Hao with a smile,
"Chief, I get it, the money isn't there right! Come on, you tell me, what are your conditions?"



"Firstly, I want four Thunder Meteor Spaces, secondly, tax free, and thirdly, Xiao
shi must not enter the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain." At this moment, Lin Hao was
transformed into Lin Pai Pi, he was planning to earn enough ThunderMeteorites in one go, lest this
old man shout at him to be a hard worker next time.

Just kidding, if he was asked to be a miner Lin Hao, could that fee be less?

"I'm afraid this ...... won't work." Vermilion Bird was torn, "I can grant you the
second condition, it's within my authority, but the first request and the third request, I have to ask
the Dragon Master."

"Go ahead." Lin Hao smiled as he continued playing the game, glancing at Lei
Ling out of the corner of his eye, noticing that Lei Ling winked slyly at him, as if to say, "How
about it, Brother Lin Hao, I did alright just now, right?

Lin Hao gave a thumbs up to Lei Ling, o(￣▽￣)d

The first time I saw a girl, she was a good girl.

On the contrary, Lin Ruoshi, the little girl, looked at the two in bewilderment, not
understanding what they were doing.

Not long after Zhuque went out, the DragonMaster's phone call hammered its way

to Lin Hao's side.



Just after picking up, a furious and angry scolding from the Dragon Master came

from inside: ''Lin Pai Pi! Why don't you go to heaven! You still have four thunder spaces! Why

don't you just go and rob it! We've only managed to get two so far, and you want four! I'm
begging you, be a man!"

"You're begging me."

"I ...... beg you." The Dragon Master was so depressed that he was spitting blood,
how could he meet such an oily guy!

In fact, there were countless ways for the Dragon Lord to get Lin Hao to go in

obediently and still not lose any resources, it was just that this would cross paths with Lin Hao.

No matter what, the Dragon Lord didn't really want to cross Lin Hao.

"Alright then, the original conditions remain the same, the two thunder spaces you
have now will be given to me first, and the rest when you have them, no reneging, other
conditions remain the same." Lin Hao was just teasing this dragon lord to let this old fox count

himself out.

"No, I can't agree to the third condition, Xiao shi must go in, do you know that this

is a great opportunity for her!"



"She is the world's first Illusionary Spirit Master, and this is even the first Spirit

Domain, you won't know what kind of chance the two will collide." Strangely enough the Dragon
Master bit down on the third condition and didn't let go, it always felt like the Dragon Master

knew something but preferred not to tell Lin Hao.

"Saying that I'm not a human being, can you be a human being?" Lin Hao's tone
began to get a little unpleasant: "That's my daughter, a child not even four years old! You let her
risk her life in a place like that?"

Chapter 1948

"Dragon Master, I am a father and you are a father, and you cannot understand me?"

"Yes, she is a child of less than four years old! But she is the first Illusionary Spirit
Master! The first Illusionary Spirit Master of the early Xiantian realm!" The Dragon Master smiled

bitterly to, "Times have changed, and I don't want it to be like this, you'll know later how

important your daughter really is to Hua Xia."

Lin Hao hung up the phone without thinking, how important Lin Ruoshi's future
was to China Lin Hao wasn't sure, but how important Lin Ruoshi was to himself, Lin Hao was
clear as day!

"Big Boss, go ahead, this is indeed a chance, don't worry, I will protect the
master." On the contrary, Bear Two, who had been left out in the cold for half a day, spoke up.

Lin Hao was silent? Zero closed wu wu flicked his mind? No words.



The next day, Lin Hao, Lin Ruoshi, and Lei Ling arrived at the entrance to the

Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain, right at the foot of Thunder Split Mountain, where a
huge military bunker was located, and the one responsible for security here was the Vermilion

Bird Group of the Dragon Group.

In front of the bunker, a few big words are written in strong and powerful letters:
Thunder Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain!

In the middle of the word 'split', there was a hideous and gruesome flash of

thunder, which was so haunting to look at.

In the hall, teams of clan masters from the three regions had already gathered, a
total of fifteen clans were represented, and apart from the Lin and Lei clans, all the other clans had
gathered the maximum amount of twenty people.

There were almost three hundred strong people gathered here, all with strengths in
the middle stage of Grand Master and below, no more than Grand Master strengths existed.

Lin Hao found quite a few young people, occupying like two tenths of the total
number, all ranging from twelve to seventeen years old, their faces full of childishness and
excitement, while these young people were glowing with peculiar fluctuations.

Illusionary spirit masters?



Martial Dao masters no longer had a Dao aura, instead these Illusionary Spirit

Masters emitted a unique aura that was as obvious and abrupt as a bright light in the night among
these crowds.

"It's him, why is this guy here? And he brought his daughter and the panda with

him?" Xu Hongfeng in the crowd stared at Lin Hao with a deadly glare.

The Xu family, the Long family and these two Lei Lin families had an unbreakable
hatred!

"This guy! Think it's a trip?" The member of the Long Family leading the group

also cursed in a low voice in indignation.

The representative of the South City Wang Family, on the other hand, kept staring
at Lin Hao, cursing and swearing, there was no other way, the last time he participated in the siege
of the Four Great Clans against the Tian Hai Group, the Wang Family of South City was directly

bankrupted, and could be said to be the one who lost the most miserably among the Four Great

Clans siege against the Tian Hai Group, and it was also his Wang Family's fault for being too
small in size.

"Captain Lin Hao, we are your team members." Five young men and women

walked up to Lin Hao, who was staying in the corner, with boyish faces that seemed to be that of
junior high school students.

Lin Hao frowned at the three men and two women with very different personalities,
his face was hard to read, these were definitely junior high school students, probably not even
fifteen years old.



What? He had become a childcare centre, had he?

Not only did he have to take care of his own daughter, but he also had to take care
of these guys?

"Hello Captain Lin, my name is Lin Yin, we're from the Dragon Group reserves,
we're all junior illusionists, it was Captain Zhuque who asked us to follow you, we'll do whatever
you want." The girl in the lead, with short hair, looked incredibly competent and valiant, quite a
bit of a woman.

The inch-headed young man beside him did the same and snapped a salute, "My

name is Zhao Chen."

"I'm Ye Yu." A girl with long, flowing hair and a gentle and generous personality

also came forward.

The two remaining males, one wearing glasses and looking somewhat lewd were

called Chen Kai.

The last male youth, with hair even longer than the short-haired girl Lin Yin, had a
prodigal and unrestrained look that he looked down on anyone, and inclined his head and said two
words disdainfully, "Xiao Mu."



Lin Hao was discontented and wanted to refuse, but in the end he didn't say
anything.

It was still time to watch the younger generation in the future.

"Good, just follow me after you go in." Lin Hao didn't say anything more, but it
was true that apart from the somewhat arrogant long-haired man Xiao Mu, everyone else was fine.
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In a short while, they were mingling with Lei Ling and Lin Ruo Shi, although these young boys

and girls were also wondering in their hearts at the moment.

What the hell, this captain entered the spirit domain, even if he brought a daughter
he also brought a pet, and since when can this national treasure panda also be bred?

The second is very cold, hugging the neck of Lin Hao and sleep, not even move.

After waiting for almost half an hour, Vermilion Bird led a team of heavily armed

warriors out: "Gentlemen, I think you are all clear about the rules we are going to follow! I won't
elaborate any further! Remember, the aim must be to search for the core! The person who gets the
core is rewarded with a Thunder Space and a tax-free Thunder Meteor from this dig!"

"Let's go!"



With a wave of Vermilion Bird's small hand, everyone, in a flurry, quickly rushed
into the entry passage, and in the blink of an eye, almost two hundred people, all went in.

Only then did Lin Hao slowly and leisurely stand up and walk over towards the
Vermilion Bird.

Vermilion Bird quietly handed another Thunder Space to Lin Hao and instructed,
"If there is any trouble, immediately contact the Dragon Group members who are inside, your
safety is the most important, although my father and Cang Wolf are leading two groups inside,
there are many unknown places that we still haven't explored clearly, I am waiting for your

triumph here!"

"At such a young age, you're like an old mother, nagging on and on, let's go." Lin
Hao was a little impatient as he carried Lin Ruoshi towards the passage, throwing the panda into
Lei Ling's arms with a flip of his hand, just like throwing rubbish.

"How do you talk to Captain Vermilion Bird!" Xiao Mu pointed at Lin Hao's back
with great displeasure and chided up.

Even Lin Yin and Zhao Chen were frowning and looking at Lin Hao with great
dissatisfaction, both of them were from military families, the height of Vermilion Bird today that
was an existence they believed in and admired!



"Well, follow your captain quickly, remember, all listen to the captain command,
disobey the order military law disposal!" Vermilion Bird did not feel any displeasure, on the
contrary, he reminded these few people once again.

Soon, Lin Hao and the others arrived at the end of the passage, and to Lin Hao's
incomparable surprise, the passage ended in a circular hole similar to an empty door!

The middle of the cave was dark and deep like a black hole that could absorb all
light sources, while the edge of the cave was shining with bright starlight, like a radiant shrunken
version of a radiant star river!

"Ling'er, stay close to me." Lin Hao hugged Lin Ruoshi with one hand and pulled

Lei Ling with the other as he rushed straight into the dark cave entrance.

As soon as he entered, Lin Hao felt a blackness in front of his eyes, unable to see
anything, followed by a sickening sensation of the sky spinning around, while pulling and
centrifugal forces came from all directions.

Fortunately, this sensation was only momentary, and before Lin Hao and the

others could regain their sight, a sudden burst of thunder rang out in their ears!

The thunder rose and fell, intermittently, each boom resounding, causing one's
sweat to stand up, this thunderous roar was also accompanied by a terrifying fluctuation of

spiritual energy, the power of each thunderbolt was comparable to the full force of an early Grand
Master powerhouse's strike!



It took about five minutes for the crowd to regain their vision.

Fortunately, Lin Hao, Lei Ling, Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er had all landed in the

same place, in a misty valley.

Lin Hao released his divine mind to perceive that the valley was about two
hundred metres wide, covered by a grey aura mist, with a visibility of about twenty metres,
before and after the canyon, Lin Hao could not perceive the end, and to the left and right were

towering ? Yi Shan Zero Lu Jie Pao Lu Lu? steep mountain peaks, this big canyon was as if the

thunder that had fallen on Thunder Split Mountain had split it hard.

"Something's wrong!" On the high mountains on both sides of the canyon, a
thunderbolt that gave off a terrifying aura continued to flicker and slash, and in the canyon, there
were likewise many presences that Lin Hao felt were difficult to deal with.

"Daddy, I'm hungry." Lin Ruoshi raised her head and pitifully rubbed her flat

stomach.

"Good boy, daddy will make you something delicious later." Lin Hao smiled and
looked around, while Lei Ling and Xiong Er began to search the surrounding area for safety.

Chapter 1950

As for the five young men and women, they didn't appear.



"What a nuisance." Lin Hao thought about it, so he could just wait here.

Lin Hao escaped from the thunder space with a constant stream of things, tents,
pots and pans, spices and ingredients, everything, it was almost like camping.

Lei Ling turned around and saw Lin Hao constantly pulling out things,
miscellaneous and everything, his whole body was stunned: "Brother Lin Hao, you, you really
think this is a camping trip."

"What else? It's empty anyway." Lin Hao shrugged, he wasn't really attached to

the core, mainly because he was worried about Lin Ruoshi's safety.

Tick tock!

The wristwatch in Lin Hao's hand suddenly sounded, followed by a projection

screen roughly the size of a laptop screen, showing red dots scattered all over the place.

The signal was tracked, and every red dot on it showed one of their own, except
that Lin Hao was a little speechless, the teams closest to them were all a little remote, ah.

Boom!



Suddenly, at a distance of only fifty meters from Lin Hao's side, there was a
thunderclap on the ground, startling Lin Hao and his team, and at the same time, there was a click,
as if some hard object had broken apart!

Clang!

This was a completely unfamiliar place, so Lin Hao didn't dare to be slow and

sheathed his Xuan Yuan sword!

Lei Ling took out his own weapon, the Xuan Hei Long Whip, and looked towards

the place where the thunder roared with a wary expression.

"Roar! The bear people will never be slaves!" Xiong Er let out a roar as he

frantically slapped his chest, his body soaring into a two-metre giant panda!

The next moment, the earth trembled as if a mammoth statue was rushing towards

it, and then an aura comparable to that of an early Grand Master burst out, scattering much of the
surrounding aura mist!

"Be careful!" Lin Hao's face was ugly, "Lei Ling, you protect Xiao Shi, I'll go with
Xiong Er to try the depths of this thing!"

"Good!" Lei Ling pulled Lin Ruoshi back quickly.



Lin Hao gave a greeting, and Xiong Er ran over, staring warily ahead.

Within a short while, a rhinoceros as huge as Tarzan the ape rushed out, the huge
rhinoceros horns glittering with an intimidating tearful light, its body was grey-brown in colour,
and on the contrary, its body was covered with spikes, as if it was a hedgehog, each spike had a
thunder mang flickering.

The two eyes were as thick as a water tank and were covered with blood light.

"I ...... I'm treading on horses ......," Xiong Er was dumbfounded, really
frightened enough!

This thunder beast was over thirty meters tall, almost ten stories high, and about a
hundred meters long, a foot two or three times bigger than Bear Two!

Although its aura was that of an early Grand Master, the visual impact of this
behemoth was really a little too fierce.

Lin Hao was also frightened enough, what the hell, coming up to a boss? Then

what the hell!

"Run!" Lin Hao turned around and ran, without hesitation, copied the guy and

skipped.



"Big master you be a person!" As soon as Xiong Er turned around, Lin Hao had
even led Lei Ling and the others to run more than a hundred meters away, how desperate Xiong Er

was inside at that moment.

Boom!

That Tarzan rhinoceros also saw Lin Hao and them, roared in anger and ran up

quickly, then the rhinoceros horn erupted with a roar like thunder falling to the ground, it turned
out that the frightening thunder just now was from this rhinoceros horn!

Click!

At the front of the rhinoceros horn, a bucket-thick thunderbolt burst out, heading
straight for Xiong Er!

"No, we can't run away, Ling'er you take Xiao shi and go first!" Lin Hao's face
was gloomy, this rhinoceros was huge and ran at a speed that wasn't slow at all, in the blink of an
eye it was going to be caught up, there was no way to run!

Lei Ling nodded and hugged Lin Ruoshi, quickly dodging? The ground is

intended to be zero closed grasping the er service Yi? Away.

Ow!



Bear Two was struck directly by the thunderous awning and immediately let out a
miserable scream, falling to the ground and jerking out all over, the thunderous awning flickering
on its body, the panda, which was originally black and white, instantly turned into a big black

bear that was all black.

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh!

Lin Hao's energy sped out as a sword qi, targeting the eyes of the rhinoceros
thunder beast, the weak point visible to the naked eye, which was the eyes of the opponent!
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